Amir's Health Ministry, MoPH, yesterday transferred to the Communicable Disease Center (CDC) for further examination those who travelled in the plane on February 27, 2020 and two aides who were travelling with them. The MoPH also reaffirmed that it is an obligation to be tested by an ambulance to CDC for further examination if the screening identifies a person showing clear symptoms of COVID-19. The MoPH also recommended that anyone who has been exposed to COVID-19 should be tested and should be isolated for 14 days. The Ministry has said that it will continue to monitor those who have been in quarantine for any symptoms. Meanwhile, the MoPH in a social media campaign today accompanied with the Hamad Medical Corporation (HMC) and Primary Health Care Corporation clarifies that the use of medical mask is the first step to prevent the disease and said that it should only be worn if a healthcare professional recommends it.

Wearing a medical mask can help limit the spread of some respiratory diseases. However, the MoPH does not currently advise people to wear a mask to reduce their risk of COVID-19. A face mask should only be worn if a healthcare professional recommends it. A face mask should be used by people who have been exposed to COVID-19 and are showing symptoms of the disease. This is necessary from the risk of getting infected. The Ministry has said.

The MoPH as well has set up a dedicated call center to answer all questions and inquiries related to COVID-19. Public and health professionals call 4400 on HMC hotline for everyone.

Amir meets AU High-Level Implementation Panel chief

Amir H H Sheik Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani met at the Amir Diwan yesterday with former President of the Republic of South Africa and Chairperson of the African Union High-Level Implementation Panel, H E Thabo Mbeki and his accompanying delegation, on the occasion of their visit to the country. During the meeting, the two countries reviewed the progress made in the fight against COVID-19 and the need to continue to collaborate to overcome the public health crisis. Mr. Mbeki reviewed. His Excellency appreciated the State of Qatar's support to a number of African countries in various fields. The meeting also covered a number of other issues.
**Amir issues decrees ratifying MoU, pacts with several nations**

**DNA — Doha**

Amir of the State of Kuwait, H H Sheikh Sabah Al Ahmad Al Jaber Al Sabah, met yesterday with the President of the State Audit Bureau, H E Sheikh Bandar bin Mohammed bin Saud Al Thani, within the visit of the Audit Bureau’s delegation to Kuwait.

The Prime Minister of Kuwait, H H Sheikh Sabah Khalid Al Hamad Al Sabah, also met with H E the President of the State Audit Bureau during the meeting, ways of enhancing and developing aspects of cooperation between the Audit Bureau of the State of Qatar and the supervisory authorities in the State of Kuwait were reviewed.

The Speaker of the National Assembly of Kuwait, H E Marzouq Ali Al Ghanim, also met with H E the President of the State Audit Bureau.

H E Fawaz Fahad Al Shaya.

**Kuwait Amir meets State Audit Bureau President**

Amir of the State of Kuwait, H H Sheikh Sabah Al Ahmad Al Jaber Al Sabah, with the President of the State Audit Bureau, H E Sheikh Bandar bin Mohammed bin Saud Al Thani, in Kuwait, yesterday.

**FROM PAGE 1**

The unjust blockade will only increase unity behind the wise leadership and adherence to principles and defending the country’s sovereignty and independence of its national decision. H E the Speaker added.

The Council continued its meeting where H E Ali Mahmoud briefed the members on his message in Minister of Public Health H E Dr. Hanan Mohammed Al Kuwari asking him to inform the Council of the protective measures taken by the Ministry of Public Health and its affiliated bodies to address the roles of coronavirus (COVID-19) and the necessary preventive measures that the Ministry has taken to reduce its risks.

At the end of the meeting, a number of Council members addressed the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) in the field of legal and political training between the government of the State of Qatar and the government of the Republic of Turkey, signed in Doha on 15/12/2017, amended to this decree and shall have the powers of a law in line with Article 68 of the constitution.

H E the Amir issued Decree No. 5 of 2020 ratifying a cooperation agreement between the government of the State of Qatar and the International Organization for Migration (IOM), signed in Doha on 10/12/2018, amended to this decree and shall have the powers of a law in line with Article 68 of the constitution.

If the Amir also issued Decree No. 7 of 2020 ratifying an agreement between the government of the State of Qatar and the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) regarding the establishment and financing of the United Nations Regional Center for Combating Cybercrime in Doha, signed in Doha on 29/10/2019, amended to this decree and shall have the powers of a law in line with Article 68 of the constitution.

H E the Amir issued Decree No. 8 of 2020 ratifying an agreement between the government of the State of Qatar and the government of the Republic of Greece concerning the exemption from visa requirements for holders of special diplomatic, service or special passports, signed in Doha on 2/5/2018, amended to this decree and shall have the powers of a law in line with Article 68 of the constitution.

The Shura Council and the United Nations, and stipulated in the Memorandum of Understanding that the Shura Council and the UN enter into direct arrangements to establish the Office of the UN Counter-Terrorism Program, within the visit of H E the Speaker of the Shura Council, H E Ahmed bin Abdullah bin Zaid Al Mahmoud (right), during the Council’s regular weekly meeting, hailed this as an achievement for the State of Qatar, and represents the best response to the false accusations and unfair campaigns that the country is facing under the pretext of supporting terrorism.

The members also emphasised that the Shura Council and the UN enter into direct arrangements to establish the Office of the UN Counter-Terrorism Program, which will be concerned with the parliamentary participation in preventing and combating terrorism.

The office’s headquarters will be in the State of Qatar and its activities will cover the parliaments of world countries.

The Doha-based Office of the UN Counter-Terrorism Program will provide technical assistance and training to world parliaments in order to build capacity of parliamentarians to better understand and respond to terrorism-related issues, support the implementation of major initiatives within the framework of the joint United Nations and Inter-Parliamentary Union program on the role of parliaments in countering terrorism and violent extremism leading to terrorism, and promote a balanced and integrated implementation of the UN Global Counter-Terrorism Strategy and related Security Council resolutions.

The Shura Council members hailed this as an achievement for the State of Qatar, and represents the best response to the false accusations and unfair campaigns that the country is facing under the pretext of supporting terrorism.

The members also emphasised that the hosting of the head-quarters of this office in Doha confirms Qatar’s prestigious status and the international community’s confidence in it.
Qatar participates in Arab League Council session at level of permanent delegates

The Arab League Council met yesterday at the level of permanent delegates headed by the Sultan of Oman succeeding Iraq, with the participation of Qatar and its Alfahd bin Khalid Al Ahmad chaired the Forum, which was held under the auspices of the General Secretary of the Arab League. In preparation for the work of the 153rd Session of the Council at the level of foreign ministers scheduled to hold tomorrow.

The Permanent Representative of Qatar to the Arab League Ambassadors and the Laureate Abdullah Al Sailhi headed Qatar delegation to the preparatory session.

The Council reviewed the agenda of the 153rd session, which includes several items, including various areas of joint consultation regarding the report of the Secretary-General of the Arab League on the activity of the League’s General Secretariat, and the procedures for implementing decisions between the two sessions of the League (132, 133), as well as the draft agenda of the Arab League Council at the summit level in its 31st regular session and choosing the President for the next term. In addition, the agenda includes items on the Palestinian question, including the situation of Palestinian refugees, the Nakba, and the situation in the Gaza Strip; the situation in the Middle East, including the situation in Syria, developments in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, developments in Yemen, and developments in Libya; the situation in Sudan, as well as issues in support of the development of institutional cooperation in the Arab region; the situation in Cote d’Ivoire, with the President of that country; and the situation in Libya and developments in that country.

Al Sulaiti meets Economy Minister of Georgia

The Minister of Transport and Communications, H E Jassim bin Saif bin Ahmed Al Sulaiti, met at the Ministry yesterday with the Minister of Economy and Sustainable Development of Georgia, H E Natia Tabia. The two ministers discussed aspects of cooperation in the fields of transport, tourism and other areas of mutual interest, in addition to boosting cooperation on Black Sea Express Service, which connects harbours between Greece, Turkey, Georgia and Russia. Moreover, the two officials discussed several matters of common interest between the two friendly countries.

Qatar Museums urges community to help protect public art

Qatar Museums has worked closely with the world’s leading artists to sculpture places and other works in open public places, helping to enrich the lives of Qatar’s citizens and visitors. Vandalising public art is a crime according to Qatar’s existing laws.

Abdulrahman Al Ishag, said, “Public art is a national asset that we as citizens and residents can be proud of. We call upon the community to help us ensure that all public artworks are cared for and protected, presenting them for the enjoyment of current and future generations. Our public art is a fundamental part of Qatar’s cultural life, benefiting the nation and its people, both socially and economically. It fosters creativity and contributes to Qatar’s rapid progression towards becoming the region’s cultural hub – in cooperation with the Qatar National Vision 2030.”

Public artworks contribute to Qatar’s growing tourist sector, helping diversify the economy and attract tourists. According to statistics by the National Tourism Council, Qatar welcomed 1.38 million tourists during the first seven months of 2020 – signifying a continuous development of the tourism sector. Public art plays a key role in this, bringing visiting tourists to the country.

Qatar Museums, in cooperation with the Qatar Museums – Sheikh Tamim Centre for Photography, and Qatar Museums – Gallery, has been working with various artists in Qatar and around the world to create new works of art. These works are part of the ongoing series of public art installations that will be displayed in various locations throughout Qatar, contributing to the country’s cultural identity and further enriching the lives of Qataris and visitors. The installations are designed to inspire and engage the public, promoting a culture of appreciation and respect for art and public spaces.

Supreme Judiciary Council allocates eight circuits for trade disputes

The Supreme Judicial Council today allocated eight circuits for trade disputes related to their businesses and the interest of shareholders in commercial companies, and disputes related to bank operations, bankruptcy disputes, corporate law, competition and patent law, and intellectual property rights disputes. The circuits are designed to serve the needs of companies and individuals involved in these areas. The circuits are expected to provide a faster and more efficient resolution of disputes, thereby promoting a fair and transparent legal environment for business and industry.

QNA — DOHA

QNA — DOHA

The Supreme Judicial Council has allocated eight circuits for trade disputes, including bankruptcy disputes, corporate law, competition and patent law, intellectual property rights disputes.

As part of its mission to enrich societies with transformative educational experiences, the Translation and Interpreting Institute (TII) at Hamad Bin Khalifa University (HBKU) is putting the finishing touches to its latest workshop. Organised by the Translation and Interpreting Center of CHSS’ Translation and Interpreting Institute (TII), Medical Translation primarily targets professionals interested in mastering the nuances of health and medical content translation. These include medical professionals with Arabic speaking skills, as well as fluent Arabic speakers keen to learn more about the practices and resources associated with medical translation.

“The workshop is also likely to be of interest to media and communication professionals, particularly those already working in healthcare settings,” said Fattah Fattah, Assistant Professor at TII. "We are keen to know more about the practices and resources associated with medical translation. The workshop is also likely to be of interest to media and communication professionals, particularly those already working in healthcare settings.”

Medical Translation will be delivered by Dr Asral Mohamad Abdul Farah, an assistant professor at the Translation and Interpreting Studies Department, with the support of Aljazeera Arabic Channel very keen to know more about the practices and resources associated with medical translation. The workshop is also likely to be of interest to media and communication professionals, particularly those already working in healthcare settings. The workshop will be delivered by Dr Asral Mohamad Abdul Farah, an assistant professor at the Translation and Interpreting Studies Department, with the support of Aljazeera Arabic Channel.
OBITUARY

Varughese Kurian (Former Manager, Tourist Travel Bureau, Doha)
Kochupillaparambil house, Vakathanam, Kottayam, Kottayam

A death and funeral notice for Varughese Kurian, the former manager of the Tourist Travel Bureau in Doha, has been published. The notice does not provide specific details about the cause of death or the date of the funeral. It was published in the Indian newspaper "The Hindu".

COVID-19

Hotline established as new four COVID-19 cases reported

FROM PAGE 1

During the transfer process, the ambulance crew will be wearing personal protective gear. After handing over the patients to the CDC, the ambulance crew dispose their personal protective gear and the ambulance undergoes a deep cleaning process. The CDC is designed to treat people at these types of establishments.

The patients will be given treatment and the symptoms according to the latest guidelines. For many travelers, the main factor during the COVID-19 pandemic is travel cards. They say that using paper tickets is not recommended, especially when they are in an airport or travel card systems. They believe that these are more efficient and less likely to cause any risk of infection.
Qatar, Uruguay sign air services agreement

JAKARTA

The Supreme Judicial Council (SJC) participated in the inauguration ceremony of the Republic of Indonesia Supreme Court Annual Report, with a delegation headed by Vice-President of the Court of Cassation Judge, HE Thaqeel Sayer Al Shammari, during the inauguration ceremony of the Republic of Indonesia Supreme Court Annual Report.

Qatar University inventors grab four medals at the 12th IIFME
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Azerbaijan-Qatar Joint Commission provides a wide vista of opportunities for successful cooperation

EXCLUSIVE

Regarding the Joint Commission, Trade and Technical Commission are two segments of the Joint Commission of the Government of the Republic of Azerbaijan and the Government of the Republic of Qatar that are working on the development of bilateral economic relations, restoring the commitment to maintaining friendly and closer relations between the two countries. The Joint Commission held its 10th meeting on 20 November 2019 in Baku in the current year.

Furthermore, H E Kamaladdin Heydarov, Minister of Economy of the Republic of Azerbaijan, and H E Abdullah bin Ali bin Thani Al-Thani, Minister of Economy of the State of Qatar, prepared the roadmap for the joint commission's activity on the agenda of the Joint Commission's 10th meeting. A working group was set up between the two countries to carry out the joint commission's recommendations.

The religious and cultural ties of our peoples and the unique geographical position Azerbaijan and Qatar enjoy are important factors that bring them closer together, H E the Minister said.

It is the duty of our countries to pave the way for taking important steps in the intergovernmental and international organisations.

Qatar and Azerbaijan are two countries with long and flourishing historical traditions and cultures, and our relations have been developing in recent years. Azerbaijan is an important part of the Islamic world and has a significant role in the regional and global economy.

The country also scored well on Doing Business indicators, the report says. Azerbaijan is ranked 51st in the Doing Business index, up from 61st in 2019. The report says that the ease of doing business in Azerbaijan has improved significantly, with a 10% increase in the number of exports.

The report also says that Qatari investors, H E Sevinj Hasanova, Deputy Minister of Economy of the Republic of Azerbaijan during the interview.

"We think that there is an agreement on the sectors of Azerbaijan's economy having potential interest to Qatari investors, H E Sevinj Hasanova, Deputy Minister of Economy of the Republic of Azerbaijan during the interview.

Azerbaijan's economic growth over the last decade, as well as the implementation of significant investment and local infrastructure projects have been turning the country into an important regional and international hub. It has long established itself as a reliable partner in ensuring the region's, as well as Europe's, energy security."

"As part of its role to improve investor confidence and promote the country's investment climate, the Ministry of Economy and Commerce and the Ministry of Tourism of Qatar have worked closely and continuously over the past few years to ensure that the right environment is in place to attract foreign investment.

"It is our hope that the recommendations made by the Joint Commission will continue to provide a impetus for further cooperation in our relations, and that our efforts to facilitate such contracts will ensure that our economies continue to grow and develop.

The visit of the Commission to Azerbaijan has been a very enlightening and informative experience for us. We have been able to assess the potential of the country as a partner for our investments, and we believe that there is a strong potential for our countries to strengthen our economic ties.

The Minister added: "We are committed to further strengthening our economic cooperation, and we are looking forward to the next meeting of the Joint Commission to discuss new areas of cooperation and ways to further develop our relations."
The combined effect of decreased and disrupted supply will lead to a serious recession. While we can hope the effects of the epidemic will be short-lived and the economy will quickly bounce back, we cannot take this for granted. Therefore, policymakers must move quickly to prepare economic countermeasures.

Among our most pressing concerns are the millions of employees who must be told not to come to work who lack paid leave. While more than 70 percent of private-sector workers have some degree of paid-leave, it is often the first line of defense in a pandemic. Employees who are available for work but locked out because of a work stoppage, and those who are required to work but not paid have little chance of being covered by unemployment insurance. These are important steps to quickly provide the support these households need.

Unemployment insurance is one of the only lines of defense in a downturn, and we should be sure that state systems are ready to respond quickly. Two important recommendations: State and federal unemployment insurance benefits should be expanded to cover and assist the self-employed, independent contractors, and small employers, and state agencies should know that employees who are not able to work but lock out because of a work stoppage may be eligible for unemployment insurance.

One way to administer help is to the government to the Social Security Trust Fund to pay unemployment benefits, a measure that was enacted in March 2008, when the George W. Bush administration loaned about $500 billion in 2008 to about 70 million households, which put an average check of about $1,500 in today’s dollars. Research found these checks to be particularly useful to low-income households.

This intervention must be structured to reach low-income households without federal income-tax liabilities. It is clear that the US economic lockdown will result in job losses and many other federal taxes, most notably payroll taxes. This is a huge limitation of the federal tax cuts under consideration by the Trump administration.

Something we really don’t want is for sick workers who have paid leave to go to work, a known problem well documented. Because of this, we propose that the latter be substantially increased in the entire workforce and that we want to encourage employers to adjust work schedules as needed. A modest credit for telecommuting, or $800 per worker, could increase the use of telecommuting in this job loss. The latter refers to reduced disruptions to the global flow of goods and the supplies, and the global flow of labor will be the next line of defense in a pandemic.

The combined effect of decreased demand and disrupted supply can lead to a serious recession. While we can hope the effects of the epidemic will be short-lived and the economy will quickly bounce back, we cannot take this for granted. Therefore, policymakers must move quickly to prepare economic countermeasures.

Though we don’t know the extent of its threat, a widespread coronavirus epidemic in the United States is increasingly possible. In addition to the obvious, we must be prepared for it. It is not a scenario that we can take for granted.

The success of Qatar’s diplomacy of peace has shown the world that even the most perplexed conflicts can be resolved on the table of talks and the war is no solution for any crisis rather gives birth to numerous crises. Moreover, the Taliban in Qatar have signed an accord to bring peace in Afghanistan by ending 19-year old war, which will positively impact the whole community is praising the wisdom and farsightedness of Qatar’s leadership.

Not only the world leaders are welcoming the agreement, the Sultanate of Oman’s Minister Responsible for Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation, has welcomed the US-Taliban agreement for bringing peace in Afghanistan, saying that it was a step towards establishing peace and stability in Afghanistan and the region. The United States has also congratulated the leadership, government and people of the State of Qatar on the achievement.

The Turkish Minister responsible for foreign affairs said that the agreement was one of the historic moments in the journey towards Afghan peace, adding that it was due to independent and active Qatari diplomacy.

Minister of Foreign Affairs of Pakistan, Shah Mahmood Qureshi, termed the signing of US-Taliban peace agreement as historic, praising the world leaders for their support and for carrying out negotiations and ironing out differences, obstacles and challenges faced during negotiations phase. Mahmood Qureshi, termed the signing of US-Taliban agreement for bringing peace in Afghanistan saying that it was a step towards establishing peace and stability in Afghanistan and the region. The United States has also congratulated the leadership, government and people of the State of Qatar on the achievement.

While praising the wisdom and farsightedness of Qatar’s accord to bring peace in Afghanistan by ending 19-year old war, some leaders have expressed their views on this matter.

The combined effect of decreased demand and disrupted supply can lead to a serious recession. While we can hope the effects of the epidemic will be short-lived and the economy will quickly bounce back, we cannot take this for granted. Therefore, policymakers must move quickly to prepare economic countermeasures.

Among our most pressing concerns are the millions of employees who must be told not to come to work who lack paid leave. While more than 70 percent of private-sector workers have some degree of paid-leave, it is often the first line of defense in a pandemic. Employees who are available for work but locked out because of a work stoppage, and those who are required to work but not paid have little chance of being covered by unemployment insurance. These are important steps to quickly provide the support these households need.

Unemployment insurance is one of the only lines of defense in a downturn, and we should be sure that state systems are ready to respond quickly. Two important recommendations: State and federal unemployment insurance benefits should be expanded to cover and assist the self-employed, independent contractors, and small employers, and state agencies should know that employees who are not able to work but lock out because of a work stoppage may be eligible for unemployment insurance.

One way to administer help is to the government to the Social Security Trust Fund to pay unemployment benefits, a measure that was enacted in March 2008, when the George W. Bush administration loaned about $500 billion in 2008 to about 70 million households, which put an average check of about $1,500 in today’s dollars. Research found these checks to be particularly useful to low-income households.
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Among our most pressing concerns are the millions of employees who must be told not to come to work who lack paid leave. While more than 70 percent of private-sector workers have some degree of paid-leave, it is often the first line of defense in a pandemic. Employees who are available for work but locked out because of a work stoppage, and those who are required to work but not paid have little chance of being covered by unemployment insurance. These are important steps to quickly provide the support these households need.

Unemployment insurance is one of the only lines of defense in a downturn, and we should be sure that state systems are ready to respond quickly. Two important recommendations: State and federal unemployment insurance benefits should be expanded to cover and assist the self-employed, independent contractors, and small employers, and state agencies should know that employees who are not able to work but lock out because of a work stoppage may be eligible for unemployment insurance.

One way to administer help is to the government to the Social Security Trust Fund to pay unemployment benefits, a measure that was enacted in March 2008, when the George W. Bush administration loaned about $500 billion in 2008 to about 70 million households, which put an average check of about $1,500 in today’s dollars. Research found these checks to be particularly useful to low-income households.

This intervention must be structured to reach low-income households without federal income-tax liabilities. It is clear that the US economic lockdown will result in job losses and many other federal taxes, most notably payroll taxes. This is a huge limitation of the federal tax cuts under consideration by the Trump administration.

Something we really don’t want is for sick workers who have paid leave to go to work, a known problem well documented. Because of this, we propose that the latter be substantially increased in the entire workforce and that we want to encourage employers to adjust work schedules as needed. A modest credit for telecommuting, or $800 per worker, could increase the use of telecommuting in this job loss. The latter refers to reduced disruptions to the global flow of goods and the supplies, and the global flow of labor will be the next line of defense in a pandemic.
The first day included presentations of two workshops on Hepatitis C virus infection communication channels and customer service, in addition to the service of connecting homes and establishments with a drainage network.

**The Peninsula**

**HDC in Qatar offers executive program on social media marketing**

Professor Dr. Valic commented that the program will gain in-depth knowledge on how to identify opportunities for encouraging and engaging social media marketing. In addition, the many-to-many interactions with a business that enhance both for the social media consumer and business will be described.

The Inclusive Strategies for Social Marketing Executive Short Program will show participants the role of Internet and social media now plays in a consumer's purchase decision process. It will also look at how to leverage social media for public education to help build brand value, promote and market change initiatives, and leverage social media for advocacy purposes.

Dr. Al Ansari added that the program is designed to give participants an edge in an increasingly competitive market. "The workshop will also give participants the opportunity to discuss the role of social media in their daily life, work and in order to engage with others," he said. "The workshop will also foster the growth of understanding of social media marketing and its potential for business development."
Iran's oil minister appointed acting oil minister following death of oil minister

Sultan of Oman issues 10 Royal Decrees including a series of decisions and appointments

Sultan Haitham bin Tariq Al Said of the Sultanate of Oman issued ten Royal Decrees including a series of decisions and appointments. Sultan Haitham had issued a decree appointing Sayyid Tariq bin Fahd Al Said as the new Oil Minister and a Special Emir of the Sultan. He had also issued a decree appointing Sayyid Ali bin Haitham bin Tariq Al Said as a Special Adviser to the Prime Minister and a rank of Minister.

Kuwait's oil minister appointed acting oil minister following death of oil minister

Kuwait's oil minister was appointed as acting minister of oil following the resignation of the newly appointed Oil Minister, Rashid bin Sultan Al Haidar, as a result of the ongoing investigation into allegations of corruption.

A Palestinian demonstrator is harassed by Israeli security forces during a demonstration against settlement activities in the village of Qalqilya, in the West Bank occupied Palestinian territories.

Oman bans visitors from countries where virus has spread; Iran death toll increases to 66

Several top officials have been infected with coronavirus including Prime Minister Mohammad Mirmohammadi, the vice president for women and family affairs and the tourism minister. A member of the Expediency Council, a body intended to resolve disputes between parliament and the Guardian Council, has also announced on state television that he has tested positive for the virus.

AGENCIES — DUBAI

Kuwait confirmed ten new coronavirus cases yesterday, raising the toll to 56 according to the country's health ministry.

AGENCIES — KUWAIT CITY

Turkish security forces launched an operation in eastern Turkey near the Iraqi frontier yesterday, after Turkey's state-run news agency said a customs agent killed a woman who was carrying a stolen passport.

AGENCIES — ANKARA

Israelis vote to end deadlock with third polls in a year

Israel held its third election in less than a year yesterday, with Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu's Blue and White alliance predicted to win the most seats in the Knesset, the country's parliament. The vote is being seen as a referendum on the 11-year rule of the long-serving conservative prime minister. The results will be announced later today.

AGENCY — AFP

Jordan removes all travel restrictions and travel permits from Iran to curb the coronavirus outbreak

Jordan said yesterday a team will meet health ministry experts next week to review measures advised against all non-essential travel to Iran. A three-person team was sent to Iran on a confidential mission last week. Last week, Jordanian Health Minister Dr. Ali Suleyman Soylu said on Twitter that the team had returned. He said “the terrorist attacks and security threats are the reason behind the stoppage of flights to Iran.”

AGENCY — AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

A party demonstrator is harassed by Israeli security forces during a demonstration against settlement activities in the village of Qalqilya, in the West Bank occupied Palestinian territories.
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Israel held its third election in less than a year yesterday, with Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu's Blue and White alliance predicted to win the most seats in the Knesset, the country's parliament. The vote is being seen as a referendum on the 11-year rule of the long-serving conservative prime minister. The results will be announced later today.
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Syrian govt forces re-enter strategic town; Turkey vows to step up strikes

A Syrian state television correspondent in the town of Saraqeb said the army was concentrating its forces in the town after the retreat of Turkish-backed fighters. The sources close to the fighters said clashes were ongoing in western parts of the town.

President of Turkey and leader of Justice and Development (AK) Party, Recep Tayyip Erdogan, was due to meet in Moscow on Tuesday.

The fighting also reversed progress in the Geneva peace process, with “millions” of migrants and refugees, including Afghans, Syrian, and Palestinians, nearing the Europe's borders.

The United Nations special envoy for Libya, Martin Kobler, had “always been instrumental to prevail,” Banda said.

Saraqeb has already changed hands twice in less than a month, reflecting its importance as a gateway to the north. The Syrian government is not the only military force in the region. Rebels said Turkish drones had been spotted flying over Saraqeb.

The Syrian regime's human and economic losses are just the beginning, Turkish President Tayyip Erdogan said.

Saraqeb was captured last week after an unusually long and contentious round of negotiations on the Saraqeb frontline; preliminary talks had failed to achieve a breakthrough in the talks.

The United Nations special envoy for Libya, Martin Kobler, had “always been instrumental to prevail,” Banda said.
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The Malawian army has been involved in the conflict with triple-digit annual increases for its lowest-paid employees receiving ZW$3,450 in March 2020, AMWUZ President Vincent Nundwe said.
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The elder leader of a secretive South Korean sect has been sentenced to a record 35 years in prison for leading a religious cult, the country's highest court ruled yesterday.

The Supreme Court upheld a lower court's ruling that the 61-year-old female cult leader Shincheonji Head Lee Man-hee was guilty of causing a national health emergency during the coronavirus pandemic.

The court said Lee, the leader of a religious cult linked to a South Korean church, had caused a spread of the coronavirus in the country.

The judgment is a major blow to the cult, which is based in the city of Gapyeong and has a history of causing controversy.

The court said Lee had caused a national health emergency by failing to contain the spread of the coronavirus, which had resulted in over 30,000 infections and 550 deaths.

The overriding concern was the failure to act in a timely manner, said the judge, who added that the court had to act in the interest of public health.

The court also said Lee's actions had caused a significant amount of harm to the country, and that she had caused a significant amount of damage to the public.

The court ruled that Lee should be sentenced to 35 years in prison, setting a precedent for similar cases, and that she should be deprived of her political rights for 12 years.

The court also said the cult should be dissolved, and that the government should take measures to prevent similar incidents in the future.

The decision is likely to have significant implications for the cult, which has been accused of causing a national health emergency during the coronavirus pandemic.

The court said that Lee's actions had caused a national health emergency, and that she should be deprived of her political rights for 12 years.

The court also said that the government should take measures to prevent similar incidents in the future.
Taliban spokesman Suhail Shaheen praised the role played by Qatar and Pakistan during the tough negotiation process in Doha. “I appreciate the role of Qatar, who not only provided a strong political office but also welcomed our families and facilitated the whole process of negotiation,” Shaheen said and added that whenever differences cropped up during the process of talks, Qatar used to find ways out of difficulties.

However, the Taliban political spokesman clarified that the government had good peace agreement with Wash-ington and the agreement meant that it was to facilitate the capital Kabul on Sunday.

Pakistan suspended all flights with and closed the borders with Afghanistan, the country’s foreign ministry said that government had to take such decision to control the corona virus. The government of Punjab had also closed all educational institutions until the end of March. The government had taken this decision to control the coronavirus pandemic in the country. Sindh and Balochistan have also closed their educational institutions. The government has only suspended all activities in the state for 14 days. The government has summoned all educational institutions to support them every step of the way. The government has also provided us space for a political office but also welcomed our families during the whole process of negotiation. We also accept the role played by Afghanistan as it is a positive and important role,” Taliban spokesman added.

Shaheen praised the peace agreement that has been signed between the US and the Taliban government. “We hope that the US will reduce violence and keep its promises because it will help the Taliban to get rid of the ISIS. The Taliban will work with the US and the Afghan government to create a safe environment for the people of Afghanistan.”

Pakistan has confirmed four cases of coronavirus, three of whom are from Sindh. All of them travelled to neighboring Iran, the statement of the Sindh government said that two of the cases were from Karachi and the other two were from the capital Islamabad. Schools in Sindh have been closed on Tuesday whereas the first case in Karachi was confirmed last week.

The government has decided to keep the schools closed till March 15. So the other two cases could be completed. The statement of the education department minister said that they are not taking any risk.

In Sindh, there has been a report that the two isolated people in the provincial capital of Karachi have been found negative for the virus. The government officials have said that there is nothing to worry about as the two people have not shown any symptoms of the deadly virus.
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In Sindh, there has been a report that the two isolated people in the provincial capital of Karachi have been found negative for the virus. The government officials have said that there is nothing to worry about as the two people have not shown any symptoms of the deadly virus.

The government of Pakistan’s northern province of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa has confirmed a second coronavirus case in the region. The government said that it has not received any report from the rest of the country.

The election commission said. “We heard from media that those who did not welcome the peace agreement have only expressed their views in a peaceful way to end the long war in Afghanistan,” the commission added. The government announced that it is committed to ensure the safety and security of the people of Afghanistan as it is happy on this agreement the US and Pakistan has signed.

A woman leaves a voting booth after casting her ballot in Tajikistan’s parliamentary election at a polling station, in Dushanbe, on Sunday.

President Imran Khan said 50,000 Taliban prisoners would be released in the coming days. “We will now follow our commitment of Afghanistan will end,” Shaheen said. “We will find ways out of difficulties.”

Meanwhile, the World Health Organization (WHO) has expressed concern over the way the Pakistani government is dealing with the coronavirus patients as per standardized clinical protocols. The health agency also announced that it is stepping up provision of immediate support to the government so that preparedness and response of the situation as it develops expressed. Shaheen said the government is diligent and responsible.”

The ministers expressed strong concern over North Korea’s new short-range missile launches in four months, the Blue House said in a statement.

“Any such actions are unhelpful for efforts to ease tensions on the Korean Peninsula and they urged the peace agreement,” Shaheen said responding to a question about North Korea’s implementation of their part.

He said that the absence of inde-pendent monitoring for potential addi-tional launches. The government also expressed that it is stepping up provision of immediate support to the government so that preparedness and response of the situation as it develops expressed. Shaheen said the government is diligent and responsible.”
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Two Indonesians have tested positive for the new coronavirus, bringing the total of confirmed cases in the country to 95, the health authorities said on Sunday.

Malaysia says high-profile virus contacts test negative

REUTERS — ELSA LINGPSU

Malaysia’s health ministry said yesterday two “high profile individuals” who had been exposed to someone confirmed to have been infected with the novel coronavirus have tested negative.

According to widely circulated social media posts, the two had direct contact with a member of staff from the national sovereign fund, Khazanah Nasional, who was confirmed with the virus on Sunday.

The ministry did not identify the two individuals and did not respond to questions about them.

The ministry has 29 confirmed coronavirus cases including 22 of them who had recently returned from South Korea, four from Dublin, and three from London.

The two Indonesian women were among the first confirmed cases outside China, and are residents of Jakarta.

Both women were wearing protective face masks when they arrived in Indonesia on February 28 but had been tested negative for the virus.

Two other people sharing the flight with the women had also tested negative for the virus.

However, he said the outbreaks in Italy and South Korea, which reported more confirmed cases, had damaged the country’s tourism and education sector at a critical time for the country’s SLIM economy.

Shah communities entered the mall as the crisis unfolded, availing relics only. Other policeman stood by outside, adding to the ambience.

The shopping complex, popular for its restaurants, shops, bars and a baraat, lies near the main residential enclave, a golf club and the police and military headquarters in the bustling Manila metropolitan of more than 12 million people, who have grownfan and order have long been a concern.

Three years ago, a gunman stormed a shopping complex in the Philippines and killed 20. Police and military authorities convened the slain crazy’s family without amalıdır of the Islamic State group, but the authorities received warnings of a possible attack last week.

In 2010, a hostage drama abroad a hijacked Philippine airlines plane in the Middle East ended with an angry ex-police officer taking hostage dozens in an upscale residential complex.

The gunman was shot dead during a firefight.

In Jakarta, Indonesia, yesterday.

The Japanese national was a woman of the two women’s family and had visited their house in Jakarta. The Japanese Health Minister Thamrin Hidayat also reported two Indian evacuees from the ship were tested negative for the virus.

Media personnel in protective suits waited hands to a patient who was discharged from the Leishman Hospital after recovering from the coronavirus, on Wuhan on Sunday.
EU chief says Turkey in tough situation with migrants but must not let them into Europe

The President of European Commission, Ursula von der Leyen, addressing a press conference held at the European Council President’s Office and the European Commission, in Brussels yesterday.
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Flights to and from Frankfurt Airport resume after drone scare
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British Prime Minister Boris Johnson has advised officially to "establish the facts" by launching an inquiry into allegations of bullying by against interior minister Priti Patel (Liberal Democrat) senior minister Michelle Donelan (Conservative) and on Saturday, Philip Burnham (Labour) deputy interior minister or Home Office minister, whom he had become the "target of vicious and orchestrated facts." Johnson has sought to reassure with Erdogan to see its consequences, the rest of the Union.

The Commission stands firm in its opened access negotiation Badrow had located in troops needed to be trained and had forwarded the security officer to spy for the Russian embassy in Latvia, Latvia arrests spy working for Russia.

The chaotic arrival of more than 3 million refugees Turkey has become the "target of vicious and orchestrated facts." The EU is seeking to engage with Erdogan to see what it can do to revive their migration past. We are in a very difficult situation, an EU diplomat pointed out ahead of an emergency meeting of the 27 national envoys to the EU in Brussels.
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French unions and opposition leaders called for fresh demonstration last week and said the government employed a "dirty war" against protesters. Prime Minister Edouard Philippe called the opposition off guard on Saturday by announcing that the government would pass the pension bill for executive debate, abruptly ending a bitter parliament session. It was the first public indication Emmad Macron's sign

The announcement was slammed by leftist unions and parties as proof of what they see as Macron's authoritarian tendencies. Some of them led to the hardline CGT, France's second-biggest union, urging members to new wave of protests tomorrow of France Unbowed party, Jean-

French unions and opposition leaders called for fresh demonstrations last week and said the government employed a "dirty war" against protesters. Prime Minister Edouard Philippe called the opposition off guard on Saturday by announcing that the government would pass the pension bill for executive debate, abruptly ending a bitter parliament session. It was the first public indication Emmanuel Macron’s signature tended to move the country’s 42 different pension schemes, some dating back decades, and could also face resistance. The government today over the pension reform wrote in an editorial. Zelensky slapped the offer with his decree saying that the president was going to want to give Goncharuk “a second chance.” Yesterday, Goncharuk addressed critics of his advice with a near-record, saying “Obcivi- ties will not have consula-

**Ukraine’s PM denies resigning but says reshuffle planned**

**Merkel seeks to reassure migrant groups after racist attacks**

**Putin boasts about new Russian weapons**

**UK emergency laws, draws up virus action plan**

**Macron under fire after pensions debate cuts short**

**Ukraine’s PM denies resigning but says reshuffle planned**
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Trump to meet pharma giants amid second coronavirus death

Authorities across the United States prepared for more cases of the new coronavirus after a second fatality over the weekend. The US President Donald Trump and his task force on the virus were scheduled to meet with drug company representatives to discuss how the Trump administration would respond.

The number of coronavirus cases in the United States has ticked up in recent days, with seven states reporting 75 confirmed cases.

“We’ve asked them to accelerate whatever they’re doing in a vaccine,” Trump said.

Top US health officials have urged common sense steps to spread the virus, including frequent hand-washing and staying home when sick. ‘If you can’t avoid going out, you should have your own personal face mask on,’ WHO Director-General Tedros Adhanom said. “If you can’t avoid going out, you should have your own personal face mask on.”

Public health officials have urged common sense steps to spread the virus, including frequent hand-washing and staying home when sick. ‘If you can’t avoid going out, you should have your own personal face mask on,’ WHO Director-General Tedros Adhanom said. “If you can’t avoid going out, you should have your own personal face mask on.”

The crisis in Venezuela and drug trafficking toppled the agenda at President Donald Trump’s Monday news meeting at the White House with Colombian President Ivan Duque.

The Trump administration plans to kick off a biopsy swing to states to get tests out to six states in the next couple of weeks. The outlets affected by the Trump campaign’s lawsuit include CNN, Fox News and a cluster of cases is centered on two reported deaths, including two confirmed cases.
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Mit Study On Bolivian Election Fraud triggers controversy

A study by Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) researchers that called into question the alleged election fraud that drove Bolivian President Evo Morales to resign has triggered a battle over whether the vote was legitimate.

The study by two researchers in MIT’s Election Data Science Lab, published on Wednesday, stated that an analysis of the 2019 general elections in Bolivia using a statistical model found that the “electoral outcome was unlikely to have been altered.”

The analysis by researchers Andrew Appel and Jure Leskovec, published in a paper titled “Detecting Election Fraud,” examined the 2019 presidential election in Bolivia and found that the outcome was likely a result of fraud.

The researchers found that the margins of victory for the two main candidates in the election were unlikely to have been the result of genuine votes, and that the voting patterns were inconsistent with the actual results.

The study was commissioned by the opposition party to analyze the election results, and the researchers said they used data from the election’s electronic voting machines, which use a random number generator.
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The research...
The Interprofessional Education Student Association (ISEA) of Qatar University has announced a host of exciting offers for students to learn with, from and about each other outside their classroom settings. The event was attended by Dr. Egon Toft, Vice-President of the North Atlantic - Qatar (NAQ), Dr. Hanan Abdulrazzaq, CPH Dean, and faculty and students from all participating institutions.

The event included faculty and students from various healthcare disciplines in the healthcare team challenge and to advocate for their profession in form of poster and oral presentations. The event was attended by Dr. Egon Toft, Vice-President for Medical and Health Sciences and CPH Dean at QU, Dr. Hanan Abdulrazzaq, CPH Dean and Director of PR at Ooredoo Qatar, via the Ooredoo App. Director of PR at Ooredoo Qatar, Mr. Frances, Ola Almasalmeh and Hope they use the discounts and offers to include the most important women in their lives.

With Women’s Month being celebrated across the globe, Qatar University’s commerce faculty has created a program for students that are valid until 31 March 2020, including double Nojoom points and about each other outside their classroom settings.

Prof. Egon Toft welcomed to his opening speech to the participants in the conference that high-lights the importance of professional education in the region, and noted the relationship between Qatar University and healthcare challenge. The winner of the third prize were CMED student Ahmed Arabic. The winner of the first prize were CPH students Laila Shahat, Halima Salmaa, Butha Salim and Maryam Almasalmeh for their oral presentation: 'Step forward. Pharmacists managing antipsychotic clinics. Winner of the second prize were CPH students John Michael Godovzira and Nazis Samir. Students from CPH PharmD student Iqrah Alkhateeb. Winner of the best poster presentations was CPH student Marwa Elshazly. Ola Almasalmeh and Salah Alkhateeb for their poster titled ‘Choose your destination’.
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Scientists say that half of the world’s sandy beaches could disappear by the end of the century if climate change continues unchecked.

Researchers at the European Union’s Joint Research Centre in Italy, used satellite images to track the way beaches have changed over the past 30 years and simulated how global warming might affect them in the future.

What we find is that by the end of the century around half of the beaches in the world will experience erosion that is more than 30 meters,” said Michalis Vousdoukas. “It’s likely that they will be lost.

The study published yesterday in the journal Nature Climate Change found that the extent to which beaches are at risk depends on how much average global temperature increase by the year 2100. Greater temperature increases mean more sea level rise and more violent storms in some regions, causing more beaches to erode and wash beneath the waves.

The projected shoreline changes will substantially impact the shape of the world’s coastlines more than a third of which is sandy beach, the researchers said.

Beaches are valuable for recreation, tourism and wildlife, while also providing a natural barrier to protect coastal communities from waves and storms.

Many coastal areas, including beaches, are already heavily affected by human activity such as water pollution and oil spills, according to the study.

Andres Payo, an expert on coastal hazards and resilience at the British Geological Survey, said that while the study’s methods were sound, its claims should be treated with caution.

“There are many assumptions and generalizations that could change the outcome of the analysis both qualitatively and quantitatively,” said Payo, who wasn’t involved in the study.

However, Vousdoukas said the amount of beach loss estimated by his team was in fact “a bit conservative” and could be higher.

For a generation, Afghan filmmaker Roya Sadat believes films have social purpose.

“A Letter to the President” shows a woman slapping her father to see her work – they understand. Her 2017 film “Three Dots” tells the story of Afghan women.

Sadat believes films are the most important art that can influence a positive change in our society. But change cannot come from the heart alone. Sadat says, but concludes there is a huge amount to be done.

Sadat turned to cinema, when I had just come out of an era of suffocation, and had a world to express. I strongly believe in cinema and that this is the voice for Afghan women in one of the world’s most repressive and rights are often even more constrained by conservative tradition.

Sadat, who has been writing stories, poems and plays since she was a little girl, had simply been forgotten during the five-year period. Her first work, “Three Dots”, which tells the story of Afghan women who are at risk from climate change.